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How can a parent treat two children differently for the same issue?
By Stephen Richard and Mary Francen
This is a problem that is not only something that Age-play
parents must face but one that bio parents come across as
well so that being said we decided that it would be a fitting article for the APT. Why you're asking yourself? Well
simple things that happen in one area of your life tend to
overlap into the rest of your life as well. Weather they be
from the parental point of view the child side you might
have experienced this and we at the APT want to give as
much information to our readership as possible on every
facet of the Age-Play/Role-Play world as we
can.
So being that I am the child in my Age-Play
relationships I will be writing the part of the
child's perspective and Stephen who is not
only my Uncle but a Daddy as well will be
writing from the adult side, it will hopefully
give our readers both sides of the coin so to
speak as to what happens when you have two
children and you treat them differently for
the same issue.
First we must stipulate that there are always
variables that are never going to be the exact
same with each family. Such as with my family I do not live with my uncle however his
daughter does. I live very far away and see
him once a year for a couple of weeks we
communicate over the phone and on the
computer daily so with those things in mind
we shall set the scene now.
Now let us also agree that both "children" do
in fact know about each other and the relationship between the parent.
Most "kids" do not like to go to sleep they
want to spend as much time as possible with
their "grownups" as possible and you can't
do that if your asleep, also being asleep
means that your going to miss out on something. The other problem that may arise
between two sibling or more families is what
happens when "Mommy/Daddy" goes out to
spend time with someone else?
We will examine both of these very common issues
because while they are common the reactions between
multiple children families to both of them is vastly different, and thus so is the parents response.
Because we are talking about "Adult little ones" and not
"bio-kids" we will also assume that both "kids" know better then to have temper tantrums over both of these issues
even if they both do have said tantrums. What is the
underlying cause for the tantrums from each of the children as each of them is different and as such each needs to
be treated differently by the parent even though the situation is the same.
Lets say that child one has terrible nightmares and will
not go to bed unless she knows that she is safe at night and
lets say that child two has a terrible fear of being left.
These two underlying fears could very well have been the
catalyst for the temper tantrums over having to go to bed
and over the parent going out to spend time with someone
else.
Now let us say that child one has had a melt down temper tantrum being nasty and mean spirited towards you
and perhaps even her sibling and child two has given you
a hard time and also had a melt down temper tantrum over
the same exact reasons that we mentioned above. Now
just because we have an underlying cause that the parent
is well aware of with regards to each of their children
doesn't mean that the parent can allow the behavior to continue or allow them to get away with behaving in that
manner.
Now while these are fictitious events we are using myself
and my own uncle and his daughter as real people. The
events and the "underlying causes" are make believe however so please keep that in mind.
So since we have already established that I do not live
with my uncle and live far away from him, but his daughter does live with him. This would also mean that his han-

dling of the situation would need to be adjusted accordingly.
Would it be as easy for him to take me over his lap and
give me a good spanking as it would be for him to do with
his daughter? No of course not because I see him once a
year making me wait for that time period to receive a punishment like that is unrealistic and doesn't fit at all with the
loving parental figure that I know him to be. So what does
he do with me in a situation like that? What does any long
distance parent do with a situation like that?

bed after you have put them to bed early.
It is the love and trust that has been built up between the
"grownup" and the "child" that will determine the end
result at this point.
My uncle could spank me over the phone or the computer having me do the physical end of the act while he does
the instruction and the lecture just as he would with his
daughter, he could also do the same other punishments but
it is ultimately up to me as to weather or not I do what he
has instructed me to do because he is not physically present to oversee any of the punishments that he meets out.
So in this case it might be much
better for him to use a different
approach with me then he would
his daughter especially in the
beginning of our relationship.
Choosing to do punishments that
have a physical result that can be
seen with a photo for instance as
proof that they were carried out
by myself. This can be something
such as handwritten lines that are
different both in quantity as well
as phrasing and each page numbered and a photo taken and sent
to him or the actual pages mailed
to him. it could also entail a
spanking with photographic
proof either being done in a video
or over a web cam or a still photo
taken with a digital camera and
sent to him.
As the relationship progresses
the trust is built up between the
adult and the child both learning
that what each other says they
mean and will carry out and the
need for "evidence" so to speak
lessons with time and begins to
drop off completely with the
exception of a specific lesson to a
specific misdeed.
Each girl still felt the love of the parent as well as the parents guidance in their lives within the family structure
even though they are treated differently for the same
action. Even though both girls have done the same crime
it was needed that they be treated differently because they
are different people with differing issues with regards to
the family structure, however the end result is still the
same. Both "children" know that the parental figure is not
happy with the melt down temper tantrums and that the
rules are there for the "child's" own good and the well
being of the family and must be followed or they will have
consequences to their actions.

What does he do with his daughter in a situation like
that? That one is a bit easier to answer since they live in
the same household physically. He has many options
available to him in parental tool box. He can send her to
bed immediately, he can ground her from her video games
or toys or favorite TV shows, he can take away her treats
for a day or so, he can give her a spanking right then and
there and put her to bed with a sore bottom. He can tell her
friends that they can't come over to play for a day or so, or
he can take away a special trip out someplace that they
had planned for that week. These things are very easy for
him to enforce because he lives in the house with her if he
chose to he could give her extra chores to do around the
house for the rest of the week or even a
spanking each night before bedtime to
remind her who's the parent and who is
the child and that rules are there for a
reason. Many things are at a parents disposal when you are living in the same
residence with your child.
But lets look at the flip side of that coin
the side that has the parent and child not
living in the same house and not in the
same area. Then what options does the
parent have when a situation like this
arises? The parent must rely on the trust
Ask a grownup and Child
and honesty of the child when a punishConfessions
ment is meted out that it is being folPlaying and the play relationship
lowed as directed.
The trip of a Life-time
This is when a relationship is truly testReal Life Issues and The AP world
ed the most, because in all honesty if the
adult child doesn't want to do something
Punishment Corner
no one can make them do it. They are
not a bio-kid there is nothing to stop
them from turning on the TV when they
are on TV restriction or getting out of
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Dear Grownup or Child
Hi,
I am a grad student with 2 Iks (4 and 12). I am finding it
harder to find socially acceptable outlets for them because
the community I live in is small (like everyone knows
everyone else and what brand of deodorant he or she
prefers). so people know I am a grad student and if I act
like anything else eyebrows get raised. it doesn't help that
professors from school also live in this close community.
That said, do you have ideas about fun things an ik can do
while still staying below the radar? I am already involved
in a few online Age play groups and I am looking for more
concrete things my IKs can do (not necessarily role play
involving another person). Also, I keep ageplay completely g-pg rated because I am not married. thank you for your
time.
Dear Grad Student
Without having more information such as whether or not
you live on campus in a dorm or in a fraternity house setting or in your own apartment or at home with your parents I will give you this. Your home is your safe haven
once there; you're free to do as you please so long as you
have met your responsibilities.
Chances are those very same people who raise those eyebrows are just assuming that you are a fun loving goofy
type person who might be a tad immature at times. So try
not to worry to much about what they are thinking so long
as you are not attempting to climb into a strangers lap you
should be fine.
So far as concrete things that you can do under the radar
go, there are plenty to do even in a small town setting. The

very first is the movies, no one even glances at the person
sitting next to them in a kids movie. Most of the time the
parents in that theater are to busy trying to coral there own
kids for the two hours. Also many people who do not have
anything to do with AP/RP enjoy going to see Disney type
movies.
The beach or amusement park/carnival again these are
things that very few people have a dislike of and so far as
building sand castles go there are world wide competitions
for the making of them and those people don't have anything to do with Age-play, you can always say you wanted to give it a go. The rides at amusement parks or carnivals are again a great place to allow your inner kids a
place to have some fun because everyone feels a bit
younger when on those things so no one would bat an eye
lash.
The park at night once the bio-kids have gone home. The
reason I say it that way is because you do not have children yet and you don't want to draw attention to you being
there without any. If your asked why your there… Simple
your thinking about a term paper while swinging on a
swing, lots of people need a way to contemplate things
and being in college is a stressful experience there's nothing wrong with telling people that swinging on a swing
helps you to distress if your asked by someone who finds
you there. You would be surprised just how many "adults"
go to the park and swing on the swings.
Arts and crafts projects are another good way to let the
kids play if your inner kids enjoy that type of thing see if
there is a class at the local rec. center and sign up, if not
buy some kits at the store and make your friends and family some goodies. College kids are notorious for not having "money" so it will be expected that you would be
looking for ways to soften the budget especially in this

economy so that's another thing that works in your favor
with the home made gifts. No one else needs to know the
real reason that they were made or if they were made by
your four year old, you're twelve year old or you.
Sticker collecting yup that good old fashioned hobby has
a real following on the internet and some of those things
from twenty years ago cost a bundle to boot. But its defiantly something that a twelve year old might enjoy doing,
and the books well they just go into a book shelf so what
would anyone else know.
I hope that some of this helped you out, but remember
most of the time we are our worst critics and in this world
of everything being politically correct we tend to assume
that a raised eyebrow or a glance in our direction is a bad
thing. It may very well be, but it also might not be. The
main thing to remember is that so long as you are taking
care of all of your responsibilities first and foremost then
your okay. Because those people in that small town, well
by now they are already well used to you as well as other
college kids and there "weirdness".
In the world there will always be someone who is going to
not approve of your or something that you do. The best
advice is this. Play only in the sandbox. What that means
is this, don't bring your play to the classroom and always
do your class work to the best of your ability and on time,
don't worry about what the teacher thinks of you outside
of the classroom because they can't grade you on your
actions other then in their room. The same goes for when
you go out into the working world, don't bring play to
work and don't bring work to play. Keep yourself above
reproach when at work or school and don't worry about
being "silly" when your not at work or school those are
your times to do your own thing.

Confessions
Here I can be honest and admit to being a bad boy. I procrastinate in doing things I need to get done like cleaning
my room and doing homework for school. I rush through
things that I need to spend more time doing right and I
make excuses for things that I do that are naughty instead
of admitting that I've been bad. My parents did not believe
in spankings but I wish they had because I certainly
deserved them on more than one occasion.
Stephen C
Dear Stephen
It sounds like you are indeed someone who is in need of
guidance in his life from what you have confessed to here.
Keep in mind that you have taken the first step to correcting those things that you see as an issue in your life by
admitting that they are in fact an issue.
The fact that your parents did or did not believe in spankings is irrelevant at this point in your life, you are a big
boy now and even though you may not WANT to do your
homework for school it is something that you NEED to
do. Not because your parents or teacher tell you to do it
but because it is part of being a responsible person who
people can trust to do what is expected of them in life.
You are not a "Bad boy" you do things that are naughty
yes, but you are not a bad boy. Even when you have done
things that are naughty you still aren't a bad boy you simply have made the wrong choice. You chose the naughty
one instead of the good one.
I would recommend that you either have a talk with your

am a naughty little boy who goes to the bathroom in his
pants. I have been doing this for years and haven't been
caught. I wish that mom would catch me in the act and
deal with my bad behavior accordingly by spanking and
strapping my bare bum. There...I've finally been honest
about it.
Stephen C
parents if you still live at home with them or find a close
trusted friend with whom you can confide in when you do
make a naughty choice and need to have some guidance.
Just because we have reached the legal age of maturity
doesn't always mean that we are ready to be let loose without any guidance into the world, there is no shame in seeking that guidance from a trusted source.
No one likes to clean Stephen it is one of those things that
is just a fact of life and one that is unpleasant. It might
help however if you make it a game. The next time you
have to clean your bedroom set the kitchen cooking timer
and pretend your having a race with someone to see how
long it takes to get the room cleaned up and done properly. The reward for winning the race? Perhaps a trip to the
ice-cream parlor or a movie rental. You can try this same
reward method with the procrastination of things that you
need to get done as well. Write a list of the things that need
doing and check them off, when the list is done and done
correctly as well as on time, you get a treat.
Best Wishes Stephen
I was not honest yesterday because I was afraid to be. I

Dear Stephen;
Your secret desire to be caught and spanked for having
accidents isn't one that isn't shared by many people. If
you're "Mom" is in fact your existing AP/RP partner and
not a future partner then there are several ways you could
go about setting up that to happen.
However, keep in mind that even if you are caught it
doesn't mean that she will act in the manner that you are
hoping she will. For instance she may not spank you for
having that accident she may just put you in a diaper. It is
very hard to judge someone's reaction to the unexpected.
My advice to you is to print this page out and give it to
her and sit down and talk to her about your honest wishes
and needs. Any relationship that you are in is based upon
trust and communication. This doesn't mean that she will
be able to fulfill your needs because not everyone can handle that level of age-regression in their AP/RP but it doesn't mean that the two of you can't work some arrangement
out so that your wants and needs are met.
Best Wishes Stephen
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High quality products and service make great pair
By Mary Francen
Fetware.com is a company that brings you
adult protective incontinent garments that
are user friendly and comfortable to wear
at the same time. The company uses only
100 % virgin vinyl in the manufacturing of
their products and customer tests all of
their designs before making them available
to the general public for sale.
While they claim to be expensive I didn't
find their products to be overly expensive
for what you were able to purchase, plastic
panties in a wide array of colors some even
in child like themes. They offer many other
products as well for your needs and there
shipping is extremely fast and discrete
both in their billing which is done securely
and with your privacy in mind.

I was able to purchase a single item and it
arrived to my home within two days in a
standard mailer with no distinguishing
markings. There shipping prices were very
reasonable and the item that I purchased
was exactly as described on their website,

I will also note that for the particular item
that I purchased it was the least expensive
that I have found in all of my searching for
this item.
The owners of the company are both very
friendly and dedicated to customer service

satisfaction with their products and their
"brag page" is a testament to their hard
work and dedication to bringing the best
quality plastic incontinent products available to their customers.
You can find them by going to this
a
d
d
r
e
s
s
http://www.fetware.com/aboutus.htm
where you will be able to read more about
their company as well as find their online
catalog which features things from plastic
sheets for your bed in printed material as
well as white to high quality cloth diapers
that are great for overnight usage to the
world wide known NUK MedicPro pacifiers and lace rumba panties many other
wonderful products.

Playing and the play relationship
By Mary Francen
Play is a big part in the word Age-Play or Role-Play
words themselves so how important is "Play" to those
relationships? Can they sustain themselves without actual
playing and if so for how long a time period?
What defines the actual term play in regards to those
lifestyles? Is it merely just a word or is it something more?
Is it the act itself or is it just a term used to describe the
relationship?
We have already established in earlier issues of the APT
that Role-Play is something that two or more people partake in where they are acting out a scene most times preset up. And that Age-Play is where one or more of the people involves is playing an age that is not their own biological age.
So with those parameters already known and in place
what else determines the word "play" or "playing" and can
it be taken from the relationship and still have the relationship function without falling apart at the seams?
If you have a standard relationship that is based solely on
the computer where both partners meet in a set place such
as a chat room or through emails only and most of the conversation is "play" based, then the likelihood that the relationship could withstand the removal of the play aspect of
the relationship is nil.
The reasoning for this is because the participants behind
the screens aren't there for more then just "play" in reality
they are just there for fun and not the longstanding "biological feeling" aspect of a relationship. If they were then
the relationship would move to more then just the computerized version and it wouldn't consist of mostly "play
(playing)" during the times that they communicate with
each other.
Now if you have someone who lives in the same resi-

dence with there "playing partner" but also isn't married to
them or in a formal relationship with that person such as a
boyfriend/girlfriend type of situation with them and you
remove the "play" aspect from the relationship what
remains is just a friendship because the two of them have
formed a bond that transcends the normal ap/rp bounds
due to the living arrangements.
If you have a married couple where ap/rp was prevalent
and then the "play" was removed from that relationship
you would just have you're a typical marriage left behind
with perhaps a touch of resentment if the play aspect was
removed by only the choice of one of the
partners and the other secretly holds back
their feelings on it being a very big part
of the desire to be with that person in
some form. Often times couples tend to
mix the bedroom and ap so that could
lead problems in that area of their life as
well if the "play" aspect is removed
whereas it may not be the same as with
the previous mentioned situations.
It is not an impossibility that either of
these situations can survive if you
remove the "play" from them however it
does make all of them more difficult
when they started
out with "play"
being a part of
them in the first
place. If play was a
very large part of
the relationship
then it makes the
success rate even

harder to achieve if you take it away.
It's like a plant that you once fed only the best food and
fertilizer to and then suddenly stopped doing those things
to it and only gave it tap water. Eventually the plant would
start to show signs of problems even though it was still
getting sunlight and water. Take away something that the
plant started out growing up with and knew all of its plant
life and eventually it will show you that it's not happy
about that by not giving you back the prettiest flowers that
it once did even though it still blooms.
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moved her a bit closer to him by placing his
arm around her shoulders. "You are very welcome and I am glad that you like the cookies
and milk pumpkin." He smiled at her this
time the chiding gone from his voice as he
saw the frown on her face leave when he
smiled at her it made his own heart melt a bit.
A few minutes later Salena felt herself
become sleepy, the plane ride and the excitement all catching up with her now as her body
started to relax in his arms along with the
milk and full tummy a yawn escaped her lips
before she could stop it. "Is Daddies baby
sleepy?"
George had caught the yawn just as he had
felt her body become more and more relaxed
as she continued to eat and drink her snack in
his embrace.
Shaking her head Salena looked up at him
and gave him a frown. "Nooo Daddy! I not
sleepy." She told him as firmly as she could
muster though the jet lag and lack of sleep
from the night before was taking its toll on
her system.
"Well Sally Daddy thinks it is time to get
you changed now so up you go and over to
the changing table please." George helped to
move her over to the area set up in the limo
that was made for adults but looked just like
any other changing table that one would see
for toddlers and babies and just as brightly
done up.
He buckled her into the table so that as the
car continued on the way to the B&B she
wouldn't fall off the table and lifted her skirt
out of the way and pulled down and off, the
frilly pink panties that she wore over her diaper as he had instructed her to do.
"Now Sally, Daddy needs to have a talk with
you Miss so please put your listening ears on
for Daddy." George spoke to his daughter a
bit firmly as he untapped her diaper and could
see that it was very wet indeed as he pulled
the front of it down and away from her body.
"I know a little girl who hasn't been behaving very good while she has been playing and
Daddy thinks that she needs to have a talk
with him about some things before we get to
the vacation house because Daddy doesn't
want to see her continue to do the same things
that she has done before while playing with
her friends." As George spoke the sentence to
his daughter he flashed to the first few times
that he had seen Salena in the chat room on
the server that the two of them had met in.
She was at first very shy and sweet but quickly fit right in with the other kids in the room.
She became the life of the AP party but he
could see that she was out of her element and
hadn't any clue when it came some of the
basics, her complete innocence showed
through the computer screen and it was very
endearing to him. However it was also something that while it drew out the protective
nature in him and had helped to make him
wish to adopt her it was something that had
also caused some issues with the other kids as
well as some of the adults in the chat room.
Salena now on the changing table and feeling very much the four year old Sally Jones as
her Daddy started to change her wet diaper
lay with the sippy cup in her mouth her eyes
looking around the limo and up at the twinkling lights in the limo's ceiling as George
started to speak to her.
She blushed as she felt the moment that he
had lifted her skirt over her legs and she felt
her face get hotter as he pulled down her frilly
baby panties, a whimper escaped her throat as
he untapped her diaper. She was nervous it
was the first time her Daddy had done this
himself and while it was something she wanted very badly she couldn't help but wiggle a
bit as she felt the diaper pulled away from her
body.
"It's alright pumpkin." George soothed her
as he lifted her legs and removed her diaper
and placed a clean one under her bottom and
pulled some wipes from the container in the
wall of the limo and started to clean her bottom with them.
The sensation of warm moist wipes that
were specialty items in the limo against her
bottom and the gentle touch of her Daddy
helped to calm Salena who had tensed a little
bit in her nervousness when George had started to mention having a discussion with her.
George felt her relax again as he began the
cleanup process and knew that it was time to
begin his discussion with her. "Sally, remember Daddy wants you to keep your listening
ears on for him while we have our discussion
alright pumpkin." George smiled as Salena
nodded her head while she continued to suck
on the sippy cup he had given her earlier.
"Good girl, now Sally Daddy wants to talk
about the things that happened at the airport
and on the plane. Remember we have talked
about how important it is to pay attention to
the grownups in charge of you. Like when the

Captain told everyone to put their seatbelts on
and when Daddy told you to stay where he
could see you at the airport."
As George spoke to his daughter he inserted
"Mr. Thermy" into her bottom and waited
while it counted out her temperature he saw
that the whimpering he often heard and saw
her do while in chat logs was very much real
as was the blush on her face.
Salena nodded her head as George spoke to
her and the moment her Daddy placed the
tool that he had started to use as a reminder
from the very first time he had diapered her
online near the entrance of her bottom she
whimpered knowing that she had been
naughty at some point and he was punishing
her now while he had his discussion with her.
It made her blush each time that she did the
punishment at his instruction in her own
home, now that he was administering it himself she couldn't help but start to wiggle and
whimper as tears started to fall down her face
just as her Daddy finished pushing Mr.
Thermy into her bottom and wiggled her bottom frowning up at him slightly.
"Yes I know Daddies pumpkin doesn't like
Mr. Thermy in her bottom, and Daddy doesn't like to have to give her a reminder when
she hasn't listened to grownups who are in
charge either." George almost stopped the
punishment as his heart melted when he realized that the play that the two of them was
just as real in person as it had been over the
computer and it melted his heart and made
him smile as he loved that sweet innocence
about her. "Daddy wants his little baby to
remember when we are at the vacation house
to listen to him and do as she is asked to by
the grownups or she will be punished for
being a naughty girl and What happens to
naughty little girls Sally?" George took his
hand away from the tool he was using to punish his daughter his daughter and reached
over her and removed the sippy cup that she
was chewing on from her mouth. "Sally,
answer Daddy please what happens to
naughty little girls? Who don't listen to there
Daddy?"
George knew that he needed to ground Sally
to their relationship that was online now that
they were in the real world with it or she
wouldn't be able to fully relax around him or
the others at the B&B for the weekend... So
he needed to stick to the protocol that he used
with her when she had been naughty and had
to handle the actual act of the discipline herself with his guidance.
With a sniffle to her voice and a frown on her
face as George held her hand away from her
face that held her sippy cup which she was
enjoying the comfort of chewing on throughout the diaper change she answered his
inquiry. "get punished daddy"
Smiling at her George released her hand and
watched as she went right back to drinking
the milk in the cup. "That's right they do
pumpkin very good. So Daddy wants Sally to
remember to be his good little girl and
remember to listen to him and the grownups
that Daddy tells her to listen to while we are
on vacation, Okay pumpkin can you remember that for Daddy?" George smiled as she
nodded her head but made no move to stop
her task with the sippy cup. "Thank you
pumpkin that's Daddy's good girl."
George returned his attention to his daughters bottom removing the thermometer and
placing it on a wipe that he had laid out on the
table, he applied the cream to her bottom
from the pop up jar in the limo's changing
table and then used the baby powder from her
own diaper bag before pulling the diaper up
between her legs and fastening the tapes on
each side.
"Now lets get you dressed again Pumpkin
and then you can snuggle in Daddy's lap for
the rest of the car ride alright?" he pulled her
frilly little girl panties back up and then pulled
her skirt down and released the belt that
crossed her tummy keeping her in place on
the changing table and held his arms out to
her. "Come sit with Daddy Sally."
Salina didn't need any more encouragement
than that she let George help her off the table
and guide her over to the long bench seat of
the limo and as he sat down she sat herself
right into his lap snuggling into his arms and
drifted to sleep for the rest of the car trip.
An hour later the car was pulling up to the
front steps of the specialty bed and breakfast
as George gently began to wake his sleeping
daughter. "Sally, pumpkin we're here. The car
rides over time to wake up sleepy head." He
smiled down at her as her eyes opened and
she yawned sleepily up at him and began to
stretch in his arms rolling onto her tummy in
his lap as she did her stretch to wake up fully.
George playfully patted her diapered bottom
and rubbed her back as the driver shut off the
car and opened the door for them both the

sounds of laughter and playing were heard
and immediately Salena's mind was fully
awake and she wanted to go exploring as she
scooted towards the door that was held open
for her.
George smiled as he watched her exit the car
and look around the large property and up at
the house with its wrap around porch and
large front lawn and sweeping driveway. It
was a beautiful estate property with a good bit
of privacy for its cliental.
"Daddy go play!" As overwhelming excitement swept up Salinas body and she became
flush from head to toe from the rise in blood
pressure she had spun around and jumped up
and down declaring her intentions to George.
"Not just yet pumpkin we have to get settled
in then you will get to go and play with your
friends." George smiled as he watched her
reaction and took her hand in his and walked
to the front door of the house. George wanted
to show her their rooms and get her changed
into play cloths before he let her loose to play
with the friends that they were meeting for the
weekend.
As the two of them walked through the front
door, they were greeted by the owner of the
B&B and the house's German Shepard Max.
"Hello George, Hello Sally, Mr. Carmen
greeted them both with a smile, his wife was
behind the front desk on the phone at the
moment but would greet them both shortly.
"Hello Tom, its good to see you again",
George smiled and shook his friends hand
while Salina was transfixed on the big white
dog at the mans side. "Sally please say hello
to Mr. Carmen, and that is Max pumpkin."
"Hi Mr. Carmin hi Max you pretty." Salina
smiled as she played with the dog not to interested in the adults or what either of them had
to say to her at the moment.
George got the two of the checked in while
his daughter played with the houses dog who
greeted each guest as they entered the B&B.
"Okay Sally its time to go to our rooms, say
goodbye to Max for now pumpkin." Holding
out his hand to his daughter he smiled at her
waiting for her to take his hand.
Sally ignored her Daddy she was having fun
playing with the dog he liked playing tag and
the two of them had been playing it around a
big table while her daddy was talking to the
grownups.
George shook his head this was the kind of
thing that he had noticed right off with Salina
that drew him to her in the first place, her
complete child like innocence when she
played. He walked over to her and took her
hand forcing her to stop her chasing of Max
and to stand next to him. "Sally, what is the
rule about listening to the grownup in charge
of you?"
Salina pouted when she felt George take her
hand and Max got away which meant that he
won the game. "Daddyyy Max winnn" she
whined up at George still transfixed on her
game with the dog as George stood her in
front of him and asked his question of her.
"Yes Sally, Max did win the game because its
time for us to go to our rooms now." George
led his daughter towards there rooms for the
weekend where he would have a talk with her
as he got her ready to go and play with her
friends.
George held onto his daughters hand all the
way up in the elevator keeping her from
pressing the buttons and as they walked down
the hallway to their rooms he guided her
keeping her focused on him and not on the
noise from the lounge on their floor or the
noise from the backyard. As he opened the
door to there suite he guided her into the room
and closed the door behind them flipping the
latch that was out of her reach and walked her
into the sitting room. "Sally, Daddy wants
you to sit on the couch Miss while Daddy gets
some things ready in your room and do not
move." George sent her to the couch with a
swat to her diapered bottom.
Salina knew that her daddy was mad at her
when he called her Miss he didn't have to give
her bottom a spank for her to know that she
was in trouble. She didn't say anything but
scooted to the couch as fast as she could so
that she didn't get anymore spanks from him.
George was happy to see that she had gotten
so comfortable in the real world play so
quickly but he also knew that he couldn't
allow her to get away with things that he
wouldn't allow her to get away with in their
online play. So as he entered her room and
began to unpack her things that he had
brought with him and set them up for her, he
thought about how to handle her breaking the
same rule again.
Walking back into the living room area he
walked over to the couch and held his hand
out to her. "Sally come with Daddy please it's
time for a talk in your bedroom Miss."
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The trip of a life-time Chapter two~ Arrival
By Mary Francen
The inside of the car was just as pretty as the
outside and extremely private with windows
that one could look out but no one from the
outside could see into the limo from. Salena's
eyes went wide as she saw the adult sized car
seat in the limo as well as a changing table
and several toys strewn about instead of the A
typical bar that would be in a limo.
The car was done up in a rainbow of colors
some soft colors some in bright tones with
many different textures. The only thing that
this limo had in common with its counterparts
was the normal TV/VCR's and the small
fridges.
She immediately started to explore her new
surroundings while George watched her from
the bench seat that went along the very back
of it. He wanted to give her a few moments to
get acquainted with what would be her norm
this weekend before he dealt with what needed to be.
After a few minutes George decided it was
time he could see that she was starting to get
a bit overwhelmed and needed some reassuring. "Sally come here to Daddy please." He
held his hands out to her as he smiled at her
to encourage her to come to him.
Salena at first didn't move from her spot in
front of the small fridge and snack bar she
was sitting Indian style on the floor of the
limo her fingers playing with the textured carpeting. "Come pumpkin sit in Daddy's lap he
has a snack here for you in your bag." George
reached into her bag next to him and pulled
out a small box of cookies that he had brought
with him and showed the box to her. He knew
these were her favorite kind.
Salena's tummy was a bit hungry and the
second that she saw the animal cracker box in
his hands her lips parted and her smile grew.
Moving closer to him she sat on the floor of
the limo and reached up and grabbed at the
box in his hand.
George handed her the cookies after opening
up the box for her as well as the bag inside of
it. "Here you go pumpkin, eat nice for Daddy
please and when your thirsty you let Daddy
know he has a drink in here for you too
okay?"
Nodding her head as she ate the head off a
tiger while her mouth was full of cookie
Salena sat with her back to him not being
used to sitting backwards in a car it was making her tummy feel funny to face him while
the car moved in the opposite direction.
George ran his hands over the top of her
head smoothing her hair out which had gotten
a bit mussed up with her roaming around the
cars many nooks and crannies. "Are your
cookies good pumpkin?" he asked her when
he saw that she had eaten more then a few of
them. "Are you thirsty now? Do you want a
juice box now? Or would you like some cold
milk?" George knew the limo was fully
stocked with milk whenever it picked clients
up and he had brought with him a sippy cup
for her to use if she wanted a drink like that.
"Yessss chocolit!!!" Salena exclaimed with a
full mouth of cookie as soon as the milk question was posed to her as she spun her head
around at the same time to look at him grinning from ear to ear cookie crumbs on her
face.
"Okay you may have some chocolate milk
but you have to sit up here and drink it with
me so it doesn't get spilled on the pretty carpet of the car pumpkin, George patted the seat
he was sitting on and then got up and made
his way to the fridge and prepared the sippy
cup for his daughter and brought it back to
her.
"Here you go pumpkin your favorite chocolate milk." He was happy to see that she had
moved to the bench seat while he was at the
fridge and was sitting with her legs curled up
under her as she had been on the floor, she
seemed to be getting a bit more at ease with
her surroundings as one hand played with the
hem of her skirt and the other ate a cookie
from the box.
George sat down next to her and handed her
the bright pink sippy cup, the top was her
other favorite color purple and had glitter
throughout it. He also was pleased that it
brought a smile to her face when she saw the
color he had chosen when she took it from his
hand.
"What do you say Sally when someone
gives you something?" George prompted her
when he saw that she had forgotten her manners.
Salena was pre-occupied with her cookies
and milk and through the cup she peeked over
it at George and mumbled "thankyoudaddy"
through a full mouth from cookie and sippy
cup.
"Remember no talking with your mouth full
pumpkin; you might choke on your food."
George gently chided his daughter as he
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Real life issues and the AP child. A grownup's nightmare?
By Mary Francen
Let's say that you have been going to an
online chat room and in that room you
have met many people with whom you
have become friendly with, one in particular seems to stand out to you and you
decide to spend some time with them. Lets
say for this story's sake that over the course
of six months time that you have been
playing with them and that you have either
decided to "adopt" or that you have just
decided to be their caregiver when your in
that room.
What you don't realize is that the person
that you have met and have been talking to
for six months now online on a daily basis
sometimes for hours at a time is not only
"true" to how they seem on the computer
but that the same things that the "child"
that you are interacting with is in fact the
way that the "adult" behaves as well in
reality when they aren't on the computer.
Many times I have been in a chat room
and seen people come in as there little
selves and seen them behave as if they
don't lets use "take a bath, eat even or take
medication" as an example here and I have
actually become friends with these people
only to find out that those things that what
I thought were just "play scenes" were in
fact true with the adult that I had become
friends with.
Now as the readers of the APT know I am
not a grownup in my play but I have had to
actually get "onto" some of these same
friends in order to see that they took prop-

er care of themselves in situations where
they should know better and be doing it on
their own.
Worse yet are the same "littles" who are
constantly injuring themselves in the play
scenes
in
order
to
obtain
the
attention of
the
"bigs"
even when
the adults in
the
room
aren't their
own adults. It
isn't uncommon
for
many adults
to go into
those same
chat rooms
and do small things for many of the "littles" in the rooms such as play games or
tell stories or even discipline children who
act up mildly aka baby-sit kids but it isn't
usually a good idea to expect a stranger to
take complete care of you especially if that
adult is one new to that room or two
already has "kids' of their own.
We have broached this topic before in the
APT about personal responsibilities and
not expecting someone else to do your own
things for you in your AP/RP relationship
unless THEY have asked to do those things
first.
It is important to remember that while

there are many "littles" in the world there
are not that many "grownups" for one
thing especially in those online chat rooms
and this is one of the reasons because they
enter them and are swarmed by "littles"
who think that just
because they are a
"grownup" they are
going to take care of
the needs and wants of
every child in the
room.
The AP/RP world
must be fun for all
concerned or what reason do people have for
partaking in it? In
other words people
unless
YOUR
grownup wants to be
in charge of making
sure that you have taken your meds, eaten
your meals etc. in real life please do not
assume that the "grownups" that you meet
or are even friends with online wish to do
those things.
Your needs/wants are NOT any more
important or less important then those of
the other people in that chat room or relationship. Now I am not saying that there
aren't "grownups" who don't want to do
those things for "littles" because there are.
However you can't assume that they all do.

And you can't assume that they want to do
it right off, let them be the one to talk about
care-giving needs and wants with you.
Don't just push it onto them. Remember
communication goes both ways and it is
the key to making any relationship be a
successful one. While you may want/need
someone to truely care for you in those
ways to make sure that you do the things
that are important in your adult life if it
also important to remember that it isn’t
going to be every single person that you
come across who is going to be able to fulfill that desire/need of yours even if in play
form they seem like they want to.
Public chats a wonderful place to fulfill
our AP/RP wants/needs but they are also a
place that you can build long lasting
friendships and gain valuble advice from
others who are in simular situations as
yourself. While not everyone is a struggling collage age indivual living in a dorm
room, or a parent of bio-children and a
spouse who is vanella everyone in those
chats has life experiences of there own and
if you take the time to listen instead of concentrating soley on your own self
needs/wants you will be able to see that
they are truely a community amongst
themselves that is widely spreading to
become a wonderful support network for
those in the AP/RP lifestyle.

Ri v er Island

http://groups.yahoo.com/adultconf?dest=%2Fgroup%
2Fboard-of-education%2F

http://thewillows.smfforfree3.com/index.php

Lets all face facts in that most AP/RP "littles"
have a naughty streak to them that is at least a
quarter mile wide. The basic reason is because
we are attempting to mimic "bio kids" and as we
all know biological children don't know any better and as they don't know its not a good idea to
just go off and play without telling Mommy or
Daddy, well the same type of thing is something
that an AP/RP child would attempt to recreate
because of the innocence factor involved. Its part
of the draw to the AP/RP world, the mystique of
being young again the magic that you felt as a
biological child in exploring the world around
you.
However the reality is that while our Age/Role
play parents would love to give us "kids" a good
hard and long spanking sometimes for the
naughty behaviors that we exhibit but there just
isn't a time or place that its possible without putting it off for a much further time period. So what
do you do when that situation arises?
Simple you come up with punishments that are
just as "bad" to the "adult child" as a spanking
would be. These are the punishments that we are
going to be talking about in this article.
Punishments that can done in a semi public
place, such as hotel rooms that don't offer sound
proofed walls, backseats of cars and vans public
bathrooms, apartment buildings where you don't
have great sound proofing between units, houses
with roommates who aren't involved in the
lifestyle or there are bio-kids in the next room
sleeping.
We will start off with the most basic of punishments and lead up to the more unusual and or
ones that you can combine with the basics to create an entirely new punishment.
Now some of the punishments that are going to
be mentioned are geared more for relationships
that are based where the "parent" has direct contact with the "child" and can physically do some
of the mentioned things. However even if the
parent is not in the same household most of the
punishments are still very viable if both parties
are completely honest with each other. Yes little
ones that means if your parent sends you to bed
you actually have to stay there I'm sorry to say no
matter how badly you want to get back on the
computer and talk to your friends or get up and
watch that movie on HBO.
Timeout~ This one sounds pretty straight forward doesn't it however a timeout can be anything from taking away a DS game system for a
little bit, to sitting someone down on the couch
for a half an hour. Or even making them sit bare
bottomed on the bathroom toilette seat while the
lid is closed for ten minutes. It can be much more
complex as well which we will get to a little bit
later on.
Timeouts can be extremely useful because they
offer both the punishment as well as thinking
time. Or as some would call quiet time or time to
just settle down, depending on the needs at the
time that it is given. Also a timeout even given to
someone who has people in their home with
them is not only still a viable punishment but in
fact it is an excellent one. Why because that person will wish to avoid having to sit on the couch
in a public space in the home while others are
going by. They will also have to come up with
some reason on a non kink level as to why they
can't do something when asked until said timeout is over so it makes it something that they will
wish to avoid at a pretty high level.
Temperature taking~ This one sounds like it
couldn't possibly be a punishment because of the

modern day equipment available on the market,
however I assure you that even with the digital
era that we are in you can still find an anal thermometer at your local store. They come in the
digital kind that will beep when it has finished
taking the temperature of the naughty/sick person but you can also if you do enough searching
find the good old fashion kind as well.
The act itself can be a punishment depending on
the person that you are doing it on however for
some it needs to have things added to it, such as
leaving it in longer then the required amount of
time while the naughty "child" is over either your
lap or a appropriate sized footstool that gives the
illusion of being over a grownups lap. You could
also add a touch of something that in some
homes is called "Naughty Girl/Boy cream" or as
it is better known as Icy Hot or mineral rub to the
length of the thermometer before inserting it into
the bottom. The cream would cause a slight
burning sensation even though they aren't really
getting burned, and while being in that familiar
position of OTK a feeling of helplessness of the
situation being out of their control. Add a bit of a
wiggle to the thermometer while it is inserted
into the bottom "I would only recommend this if
it is the non breakable kind such as the digital
readout version" and you have a very uncomfortable punishment time.
Punishment Panties~ This one may sound a
bit odd however if you think about it, the use of
panties that you do not usually wear can be an
extremely useful punishment. This can be a
thong for those who do not usually wear them or
for those who do, the use of full cut panties. This
punishment can also be taken to the use of no
panties allowed for those who are easily embarrassed by the feeling of being naked even though
they are dressed or for those who do not normally wear panties the having to wear them. This
punishment works well when you are punishing
for the day or longer as it is a constant reminder
to the one being punished no matter where they
are at that they have done something naughty.
Being sent to bed early~ This one is pretty
basic, and it fits into every day life with out to
much of a problem even in a situation where
there are other people living in your household.
It is easy to tell someone else that you are "tired"
and retire to your room early. However the reality being that as you lay in bed an hour or maybe
even two before you normally would be because
you have done something naughty is much different you feel very much like a naughty child.
This punishment works especially well if you
have roommates in your home because just as
when you were a bio-child and you were sent to
bed early for being naughty and you heard all of
the normal goings on in the household you will
still hear all of the things that everyone else in
your household is doing but you are unable to
partake in because you had been naughty.
The Loss of privileges~ This can be anything
from watching the TV program that you watch
every week to the computer to the video game
that you're addicted to playing and yes it can
even be the loss of freedom to go someplace.
Some would call it grounding or a larger form of
timeout.
This punishment is one that is a tad harder to
work out for those who are in relationships that
the partner is vanilla or they have bio-children of
there own to take care of, however it is also
something that works out very well if the right
"trigger item" is found out and applied.
For instance if the persons passion is the game
World of Warcraft, not being allowed to play that
game for a week long period is something that
even someone who has their own bio-children
can be punished with and no fear of it getting in
the way of that real life responsibility.
Spanking~ Yes even a spanking can be done in
a quiet manner if the right tool is used for the job
and the person being spanked is a quiet spankee.
Take for instance a flyswatter, they do not make
much noise when they are applied to a naughty
bottom however when they are used for an
extended period of time they will build up a pretty good stinging sensation that will leave the
spankee feeling it for a little bit. While they are

not as quick to cause the same feelings as a hairbrush would they can be useful as well when
something that is on a quieter scale is needed.
The plastic rod from a mini blind is also quiet
yet painful and will leave a mark that bites a bit
similar to that felt by a switch or light cane.
Someone that is asleep or doing some other
activity in the room down the hall will not hear
the use of this item on a bare bottom as they
would a paddle or belt.
Another way to add to this "quiet" punishment
is the use of a gag or punishment pacifier it helps
to keep the spankee from yelling out as you
apply the correction to their naughty bottom
while allowing them the freedom to cry, of
course they can also do the old trick of crying
into a pillow or favorite cuddle friend while the
spanking is going on to help keep the noise of
their punishment from going beyond the walls of
their bedroom as well. If a TV or stereo is present in the room turning that on also cuts down on
the possibility that any noise at all would be
heard two doors down, it doesn't need to be overly loud either sometimes the even noise is the
one that drowns out the most racket.
Rubbies~ This is a punishment that takes some
time and thus is one that can be very effective
while being done along with a lecture. One
naughty "child" OTK or laying face down on the
bed, or over a footstool, bare bottomed. The
"grownup" applies pressure while rubbing the
bottom vigorously for an extended period of
time. This will start to cause the same effect that
a spanking will in the bottom. It will get red, it
will build up heat and the naughty one will start
to squirm and feel punished by you.
You can add to this punishment by adding some
naughty cream to the area that your are doing the
rubbies on which will also start to cause that
"burning" sensation as the friction from your
rubbing builds up in the bottom in question. You
may also try adding pats for an extended period
of time not swats but just pats to the same area
over and over again for a very long period of
time. In other words rub for a while then pat, pat,
pat, pat, pat, rub for a while longer and return to
the patting and keep repeating this process for
about an hour or more. The combined actions
listed above will cause the bare bottomed recipient to feel very punished by the time you have
finished and their bottom will look just as if you
had given them a short hard spanking.
Plugs~ While for some this may be a sexual
pleasure for a lot it is not and will be an extremely useful punishment. There are a great many
types of anal plugs on the market everything
from vibrating to ones with ridges on them to
ones that you use just for probing. The sizes and
colors and types of material that they are made
from vary just as much and can be helpful with
the punishment as well. Depending on the person with whom you are using it on, someone
who enjoys one type of plug for a sexual pleasure may not enjoy another and it is that one that
would be useful for punishment purposes.
A plug can be used for any set amount of time
that the grownup sets and they can be used in any
situation from going out doing the things that
need done throughout the day to being sent to
bed for a nap and yes even over night.
A Non-Spanking~ Okay this one looks funny
I know but think about it many people share both
a fascination for spankings as well as Age/Role
play, if they enjoy getting something then think
about it, it makes perfect sense not to give it to
them when they have done something naughty
doesn't it?
In fact for many "brats" this is an extremely torturous punishment and it can incorporated into
being made to lie OTK or bare bottomed on a
bed or over an ottoman or footstool while getting
a lecture and yet no spanking ever comes. This
punishment works even on those who do not
enjoy the spanking kink, because just the
motions of an impending spanking heighten the
senses of someone and put them on edge.
Diapers, Pull-ups~ This punishment can be
done on any "child" even those who aren't of the
age regression that would normally be wearing
them. You can make them wear them and have

to ask you permission to use the "grownup
potty" or make them use said diaper or pull-up
depending on your own desires as the one giving
the punishment.
Pull-ups can be worn anywhere at any time and
work for anyone both for those who do not have
their "grownup" directly physically in their presence when they are being punished and for those
who do. They also allow the person to go about
their normal daily routine without to much issue
while still knowing that they are being punished
by their grownup, as the pull-up is a reminder
each time they use the potty that they are indeed
a "child" and subject to the rules that they broke
and earned said punishment in the first place for.
Adiaper is a good way to help your naughty little one realize that they are not in control of
everything and that there are something's that
you as their grownup need to help them with.
Diapers work very well when it comes time for
bed or naps especially because of the realization
that a very small child needs one to go to sleep
with so that no accidents happen during the time
period that they are in bed.
This punishment works very well when mixed
with being sent to bed early, it adds that feeling
of yes I am a small child who has been naughty
and
I
am
in
trouble
and
Mommy/Daddy/Aunty/Uncle etc. has put me to
bed early and I don't like it at all.
This is excellent for those times when something extremely naughty has been done by those
who are of the slightly older age/role play range
because it brings the embarrassment factor into
play as well. It helps to remind them that they are
always their grownups baby no matter what and
not to get too big for their britches so to speak.
Essays or Lines~ This punishment is of course
one that we all remember not to fondly from our
time in school. What teacher didn't hand out a
report due usually on a Monday. Or for those
times when you just really annoyed the teacher
to no end you were given the nasty assignment
of hand writing out "I will not ---" fill in the blank
with what ever miss dead you had done.
Well even now as we all pretty much have at
our disposal computers at a pretty regular time
frame these punishments are very effective. Your
kids don't need to know why you are REALLY
doing a five page report on the rainforest.
Lines are pretty easy to hide the fact that you are
doing them from the busy eyes of those around
you as well. A great many people journal and
keep it private, a private journal book for those
times when your "grownup" assigns hand written lines takes care of the prying eyes of roommates or bio-kids. And gone is the excuse of
"But Daddyyyy I can't write out a hundred times
I will not stomp at you cause Jane will see itttt."
Internet Cut Off~ This is a particularly evil punishment for most "littles" the computer has
become the new playground for most age-players because here in cyber land we are able to be
what ever age we play at. We are able to see ourselves as being 3,5, 13 etc. we are able to be creative and playful and do the things that we see in
our minds eyes.
As a lot of Age/Role players have many friends
through out cyber land in various forums and
chat rooms having the internet cut off for a period of time is pretty much the equivalent as cutting off there ability to go to the park.
This punishment can be done if the parent
knows the littles passwords to accounts or to the
computers wireless router if they are someone
who is computer literate in that manner or if they
live in the same household as the little by simply
changing the main password on the computer for
the specified time that the punishment is to take
place.
Most programs offer a logging ability such as
with Yahoo instant messenger which can be
turned on or off and will track the conversations
that happen on your computer so the parent will
know if the child has been online during the time
that they weren't supposed to be. So even if you
are unable to change passwords due to others
using the computer system you can still check to
see if your "child" has been following the punishment that you gave them.
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Quiet punishments for times when a sound spanking wont do

